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Journey toward Justice (Turning South: Christian Scholars in
an Age of World Christianity)
2013-11-05

christianity s demographics vitality and influence have tipped markedly toward the global south and
east addressing this seismic shift one of today s leading christian scholars reflects on what he has
learned about justice through his encounters with world christianity philosopher nicholas wolterstorff s
experiences in south africa the middle east and honduras have shaped his views on justice through the
years in this book he offers readers an autobiographical tour distilling the essence of his thoughts on
the topic after describing how he came to think about justice as he does and reviewing the theory of
justice he developed in earlier writings wolterstorff shows how deeply embedded justice is in christian
scripture he reflects on the difficult struggle to right injustice and examines the necessity of just
punishment finally he explores the relationship between justice and beauty and between justice and
hope this book is the first in the turning south series which offers reflections by eminent christian
scholars who have turned their attention and commitments toward the global south and east

Forgiveness and Restorative Justice
2021-06-17

the meaning of forgiveness and its role within restorative justice are highly contested this book offers
analysis from practical and academic perspectives within christian theology against a rich canvas of
related concepts including victimhood sin love and vulnerability critical friends of restorative justice the
authors argue that forgiveness whether as journey or act unilateral or mutual conditional or
unconditional is necessary to achieving a fully restorative resolution to acts of harm they also suggest
that christianity with its meaning giving metanarrative of restoration and preference for communitarian
approaches to justice may have epistemic value for evaluating and even deepening the theory and
practice of restorative justice

Christian Tradition and the Practice of Justice
2008

explores justice through its concrete expressions and through the reflection on those expressions within
the tradition of the christian community this title engages with notions and practices of justice that
make no reference to religious belief but are present and powerful in the public domain

The Justice Calling
2017-03-14

christianity today book award winner justice requires perseverance a deep perseverance we can t
muster on our own the world s needs are staggering and even the most passion driven reactions
strategies and good intentions can falter but we serve a god who never falters who sees the needs hears
the cries and gives strength through jesus christ and the holy spirit to his people offering a
comprehensive biblical theology of justice drawn from the whole story of scripture this book invites us



to know more intimately the god who loves justice and calls us to give our lives to seek the flourishing
of others the authors explore stories of injustice around the globe today and spur christians to root their
passion for justice in the persevering hope of christ they also offer practices that can further form us
into people who join god s work of setting things right in the world now in paper with an added reader s
guide

Call for Justice
2019-11-07

christians around the world are awakening to the biblical call to do justice but what does that look like
in practice through a series of compelling and illuminating letters a renowned philosopher and the
founder of a ground breaking honduran justice organization draw on decades of personal experience to
discuss theology politics human nature and the messiness of making government systems work to
defend rights and uphold justice

God Loves Justice
2017-07-10

what is social justice and is it even in the bible christians seem to ask this question all the time yet still
are confused and divided over the answers they come up with what would god say about social justice
as we know it today this book answers those questions and much more god loves justice is a practical
guide to understanding biblical social justice as an introductory and user friendly source it explores
biblical justice using what god loves as its foundation fun approachable and conversational this guide is
meant to help you better understand justice righteousness and the bible overall some additional topics
covered include what righteousness and justice mean according to the bible what justice and
righteousness looked like in the lives of individuals in the bible how justice connects to love grace
mercy and compassion why it s challenging for christians to see justice in the new testament how jesus
is the foundation of our justice and righteousness how justice and righteousness are integrated into the
kingdom of god how to practically express justice and righteousness through your lifeanchored in
biblical truth this christ centered resource is tool for connecting your faith to justice and for knowing
god s love

GCSE Religious Studies for Edexcel B: Religion, Philosophy
and Social Justice Through Christianity
2016-05-12

this textbook offers a brand new approach to the study of christianity which has been developed in close
consultation with teachers and religious organisations for the new edexcel gcse religious studies
specification b assessment guidance runs throughout offering revision checklists practice questions and
sample answer activities



What Does Justice Look Like and Why Does God Care about It?
2020-10-27

what does justice look like and why does god care about it colin and judith mccartney take us on a bold
exploration of justice through the lens of scripture and the life of jesus find out how christians across
the centuries have understood and lived god s call to justice discover communal and individual practices
for living a life of justice in our time and place the jesus way small books of radical faith delve into big
questions about god s work in the world these concise practical books are deeply rooted in anabaptist
theology crafted by a diverse community of internationally renowned scholars pastors and practitioners
the jesus way series helps readers deepen their faith in christ and enliven their witness

When Love is Not Enough
2002

catholic press association award winner the gospel call to do justice has inspired christians to practice
justice throughout the centuries yet popular usage associates justice with the legal system due process
or with fair treatment in ways that are not helpful to christian practitioners and ministers of justice
when love is not enoughaddresses the practice of justice at the dawn of the new millennium through the
lens of eight dilemmas that confront christians in their daily efforts to do justice after an initial
description and analysis of these eight specific dilemmas that impact the christian understanding and
practice of justice when love is not enough draws on the experience of practitioners of justice the
hebrew and christian scriptures catholic social teachings and contemporary theories of justice to
develop a comprehensive approach to justice based on faith chapter one introduces the dilemmas in
contemporary justice that reflect a theological eschatological sacramental and ethical worldview
chapter two traces the theological framework of justice through the experience of ministers and
practitioners of justice chapter three looks at the theological framework of justice in the hebrew and
christian scriptures while chapter four examines the theological framework of justice in catholic social
teachings chapter five draws upon contemporary and classical theories of justice showing justice as a
historically evolving practice chapter six examines the anthropological theological and sacramental
contexts for justice as participation in the human community chapter seven outlines how justice as
participation in the human community is built around seven important points the final chapter
illustrates how justice as participation can sort out some just practices that respond to the eight initial
dilemmas chapters are contemporary dilemmas of justice justice and its theological framework in the
experience of ministers and practitioners of justice justice and its theological framework in the hebrew
and in the christian scriptures justice and its theological framework in catholic social teachings
contemporary classic theories of justice the contexts of justice as participation in the human community
justice as participation in the human community and the practice of justice as participation in the
human community mary elsbernd osf std is associate professor of pastoral studies in social ethics at
loyola university chicago she is also the director of the institute of pastoral studies at loyola university
chicago fr reimund bieringer std is associate professor of new testament exegesis and biblical greek at
the catholic university of leuven belgium

Humanitarian Jesus
2010-05-01



a resurgence of the social gospel is energizing many evangelicals but what does the bible say about the
role of humanitarian works in the christian life as new covenant believers christians are called to a
specific central task to be ministers of god s message of salvation for sinners at the same time the new
testament justifies nearly every concern of the revitalized social gospel care for the poor and needy
reconciliation of social and racial divisions and nurture for the sick and abused all can be biblical and
christ honoring activities ryan dobson and christian buckley have a message for believers on either side
of the battle lines hardening around today s social gospel to those on the religious left they say don t
forget that jesus christ died to save sinners not to bring about political change to those on the religious
right they say don t forget that jesus spent much of his time helping the sick the poor and the needy a
corrective and a call to action all in one humanitarian jesus shows that evangelism and good works
coexist harmoniously when social investment is subservient to and supportive of the church s primary
mission of worship evangelism and discipleship in accessible and non academic style dobson and
buckley outline the biblical case for humanitarian concern they also engage the topic through
interviews with leading christian thinkers activists and humanitarian workers including franklin graham
gary haugen ron sider tony campolo and many more seeking to define a broadly biblical approach to
good works that all christians can join hands around

Church, State and Public Justice
2009-09-20

abortion physician assisted suicide same sex marriages embryonic stem cell research poverty crime
what is a faithful christian response the god of the bible is unquestionably a god of justice yet christians
have had their differences as to how human government and the church should bring about a just social
order although christians share many deep and significant theological convictions differences that
threaten to divide them have often surrounded the matter of how the church collectively and christians
individually ought to engage the public square what is the mission of the church what is the purpose of
human government how ought they to be related to each other how should social injustice be redressed
the five noted contributors to this volume answer these questions from within their distinctive christian
theological traditions as well as responding to the other four positions through the presentations and
ensuing dialogue we come to see more clearly what the differences are where their positions overlap
and why they diverge the contributors and the positions taken include clarke e cochran a catholic
perspective derek h davis a classical separation perspective ronald j sider an anabaptist perspective
corwin f smidt a principled pluralist perspective j philip wogaman a social justice perspective this book
will be instructive for anyone seeking to grasp the major christian alternatives and desiring to pursue a
faithful corporate and individual response to the social issues that face us

Aggressive Christianity
2017-10-24

this collection of lectures by catherine booth form a passionate call to christians to improve the dire
social status of society s poor and downtrodden along with her husband william booth who assisted in
the preparation and publication of this splendid book catherine booth was a fervent supporter of
christian charity extending support and aid to help the disadvantaged was seen by the author to be a
crucial tenet of good character throughout her life catherine booth would point to christ as a prime
example of a christian virtue and self sacrifice at the time catherine booth wrote these talks in the late



19th century levels of poverty in the united states and europe were abysmally great it is by casting her
gaze back to the life of jesus christ that booth sees a clear inspiration for all in the face of such
degradation only when christians unite in opposition to poverty will social reform and improvements
take hold in wider society as a co founder of the salvation army booth used her influence to encourage
her fellow man to undertake assistance for the poor through hard work many who would otherwise have
collapsed under the burden of poverty were able to get on their feet and live good lives again to this day
the salvation army carries out good works in the same spirit expressed by these early lectures

Islam, Peace and Social Justice
2014-05-29

islam peace and social justice examines the ways in which islamic cultures have dealt with issues of
social justice historically and culturally with unwavering objectivity the author helps readers of any
faith to gain a nuanced and accurate understanding of the challenges that we face in contemporary
multifaith engagements dr van gorder offers a comprehensive and sympathetic christian insight into
islam the contentious issues of social justice that are encountered in this broad yet intricate
studyinclude the concept of jihad poverty political oppression human rights genocide racism sexual
injustice homophobia and environmental degradation the challenges are real and the problems are vast
partnerships and solutions must be found peopleof faith muslim jewish and christian must find ways to
work together to address these shared challenges this work exposes misrepresentations and
stereotypes about islamic views of social justice that abound in europe and north america the author
encourages a deeper appreciation of how themes of social justice resound through islamic texts and
have been expressed both in the contemporary and historical life of various and diverse islamic
communities worldwide

Social Justice Through the Eyes of Wesley
2006

until the late 18th century evangelical leaders often used the bible to justify slavery a notable exception
emerged john wesley dr brendlinger has brought to light the strength of wesley s convictions about
slavery and demonstrates how his theology compelled him to work to abolish it

With Justice for All
2011-08-25

i am persuaded that the church as the steward of this gospel holds the key to justice in our society
either justice will come through us or it will not come at all john perkins s optimistic view of justice
becoming a reality starts and ends with the church with justice for all is perkins s invitation to live out
the gospel in a way that brings good news to the poor and liberty to the oppressed this invitation is
extended to every racial and ethnic group to be reconciled to one another to work together to make our
land all god wants it to be and it is a blueprint a practical strategy for the work of biblical justice in our
time in an age of changing demographics where the need to break the cycle of poverty is staring many
of us in the face perkins offers hope through practical ministry principles that work this outstanding
resource includes reflection questions for personal or group study as well as interactive sessions for



groups to participate in activities together

Christian Faith, Justice, and a Politics of Mercy
2014-04-10

christian faith justice and a politics of mercy the benevolent community assumes that the most profound
moral conflict today is between two virtues justice and mercy gilman argues that the two are
organically linked through the common experience of compassion in an unjust world justice cannot
establish itself but requires in public as well as private life projects of merciful benevolence mercy alone
has the power to subvert patterns of injustice and mercy and projects of benevolence are tailored to
establish and sustain patterns of justice especially fair economic outcomes to show this against rawl s
difference principle gilman argues for a distribution principle which states that social and economic
inequalities should be addressed by policies that directly and primarily benefit the least advantaged
members of society while at the same time minimizing burdens and or maximizing benefits for the most
advantaged along the way he shows how in the united states benevolence as a public virtue was
disestablished along with religion how it might and should be re established without re establishing
religion and how the christian tradition provides resources for evolving morally from a liberal
procedural practice of justice to one that embraces egalitarian economic justice as well finally he
demonstrates how in the global community today christianity and other traditions can and should make
benevolent community a reality

Expectations of Justice in the Age of Augustine
2013-03-26

augustine bishop of hippo between 395 and 430 and his fellow bishops lived and worked through
massive shifts in politics society and religion christian bishops were frequently asked to serve as
intellectuals legislators judges and pastors roles and responsibilities that often conflicted with one
another and made it difficult for bishops to be effective leaders expectations of justice in the age of
augustine examines these roles and the ways bishops struggled to fulfill or failed to fulfill them as well
as the philosophical conclusions they drew from their experience in everyday affairs such as oath
swearing and in the administration of penance augustine and his near contemporaries were no more or
less successful at handling the administration of justice than other late antique or early medieval
officials when bishops served in judicial capacities they experienced firsthand the complex inner
workings of legal procedures and social conflicts as well as the fallibility of human communities bishops
represented divine justice while simultaneously engaging in and even presiding over the sorts of
activities that animated society business deals litigations gossip and violence but also made justice hard
to come by kevin uhalde argues that serving as judges even informally compelled bishops to question
whether anyone could be guaranteed justice on earth even from the leaders of the christian church as a
result their ideals of divine justice fundamentally changed in order to accommodate the unpleasant
reality of worldly justice and its failings this philosophical shift resonated in christian thought and life
for centuries afterward and directly affected religious life from the performance of penance to the way
people conceived of the final judgment



Justice for Christ's Sake
2021-09-30

read this for the chapter on hillsborough alone jeremy vine makes a powerful plea for the earthing of
god s vision of justice baroness hale a plentiful source of comfort strength and most importantly hope
andy burnham for twenty five years bishop james jones has been working on the frontlines to try and
create a more just and merciful world in justice for christ s sake he reflects on the work he has been a
part of and the ways in which justice and faith go hand in hand with touching honesty he tells of his
time as a bishop and his role on three key independent panels into matters of national conscience
including chairing the panel that investigated the hillsborough disaster of 1989 when ninety six
liverpool football fans tragically lost their lives all the dimensions of justice that james has experienced
environmental social racial political and judicial are vividly conveyed as he offers up the lessons he has
learned in his search for a better fairer way to live and how the answers might be found in the
teachings of jesus justice for christ s sake is a remarkable and fascinating christian memoir that offers a
unique perspective on some of the most significant inquiries of the last three decades it is a book that
encourages us all in our longing for justice with insight born from first hand experience and will leave
you with a better of understanding of events that have shaped conversations on justice in britain most
of us long deep down for a fairer world however selfishly we may act on occasions james jones
reassures us that we are not alone and that we can all be part of the fight for justice for christ s sake

Aggressive Christianity
2019-06-14

this collection of lectures by catherine booth and william booth form a passionate call to christians to
improve the dire social status of society s poor and downtrodden along with her husband william booth
who assisted in the preparation and publication of this splendid book catherine booth was a fervent
supporter of christian charity extending support and aid to help the disadvantaged was seen by the
author to be a crucial tenet of good character throughout her life catherine booth would point to christ
as a prime example of a christian virtue and self sacrifice at the time catherine booth wrote these talks
in the late 19th century levels of poverty in the united states and europe were abysmally great it is by
casting her gaze back to the life of jesus christ that booth sees a clear inspiration for all in the face of
such degradation only when christians unite in opposition to poverty will social reform and
improvements take hold in wider society

The Just Church
2012

are you ready for a new way to seek justice an ancient way to know god finally a practical guide on how
to do justice and grow in discipleship from those on the frontlines of the battle in the world s darkest
and most dangerous places jim martin and international justice mission are experts not only at bringing
rescue to victims of violence sex trafficking slavery and oppression but also at bringing churches into
the fight through concrete steps that actually make a difference learn how to carry out one of the bible
s core commands to seek justice in a way that amounts to more than mere words and good intentions in
the process you ll discover one of the most powerful tools to grow faith and deepen discipleship in the



just church martin shares tangible accessible strategies to respond to god s call to seek justice defend
the widow and orphan and rescue the oppressed whether in far off places or right in your own
community

The Holy Spirit and Social Justice Interdisciplinary Global
Perspectives
2019-04-08

pentecostal scholars explore issues of faith and social justice from a variety of disciplines and global
perspectives

What Every Christian Needs to Know about Social Justice
2021-03-31

at first glance it appears that social justice and christianity have a lot in common they seem to share a
few mutual concerns they re both opposed to bigotry racism and oppression they are mutually
concerned for the needy the afflicted and the less fortunate within society and they both seek to resolve
conflict as they aspire after unity and peace and with these shared concerns it is tempting for christians
to buy into the validity of social justice but as jeffrey d johnson clearly and succinctly explains in just a
few short chapters social justice is incompatible with christianity johnson takes us through the history
of social justice and helps us understand its complex issues this is a brief to the point handbook every
christian should read to understand how contemporary definitions of social justice differ from what the
bible teaches about justice and how social justice seeks to destroy individual rights and the authority of
the nuclear family and the conservative church

Connecting Jesus to Social Justice
2013-10-10

many christians see the societal dimension of their faith as a matter of biblical and social ethics
returning to classical christology connecting jesus to social justice explores messianic potential in the
council of chalcedon on the divine identity of christ who jesus is makes all the difference to christian
entrance into the public sphere on behalf of a just society the messiah s divinity bears on social mission
directed toward a just social order theological appropriation of chalcedon overcomes a gap between the
professing the creed and interpreting social existence in light of a just social order connecting jesus to
social justice argues a doctrinally traditional orthodox basis for christian participation in the public
sphere on behalf of social justice the book addresses a situation internal to churches in the u s from a
catholic perspective yet not without analogies in other churches and christian movements applying
traditional christology to contemporary social mission solidifies an answer to adversarial queries on the
appropriateness of a social agenda implications in the classical christology also confirm churches and
discipleship in commitment to social justice promoted through a subaltern counter public and then by
word and deed in the public sphere



Image-Bearers Restored
2020-09-28

our world boils with a heated debate over social justice how should we treat one another what good
should society be seeking how does christianity interface with our political systems as the debates rage
across our society relationships are broken and families fall apart christians find themselves exhausted
and caught unaware of how to proceed what does it mean to do justice and love mercy as the bible
commands in our modern american system christian author preacher professional engineer and data
scientist michael belote provides us a pathway through the confusing times in this easily accessible but
impeccably researched book we are given a clear view of what biblical justice looks like and how it
applies in our modern day readers will come away with a clear view of the prime directive of biblical
justice to restore the image bearers of god by serving as prophets for society and putting god s mercy
into action any christian who struggles to know how to navigate our confusing loud argumentative
world will greatly benefit from the wisdom in this short theology

The Faith that Does Justice
1977

justice and the call for change are in the air whether it s extreme poverty human rights racism or the
middle east news outlets bombard us with stories about the need for justice in the world but how are
christians to respond to these stories and the conditions to which they refer here s help editors brian
mclaren elisa padilla and ashley bunting seeber have amassed a collection of over 30 brief chapters by
some of the most penetrating thinkers in the justice conversation including rené padilla peggy campolo
will and lisa samson sylvia keesmaat bart campolo lynne hybels tony jones and richard twiss divided
into sections god of justice book of justice justice in the usa just world and just church the justice
project invites readers to deepen their understanding of the pressures our world faces and to take up
the challenge of alleviating them never has the world been in greater need of christians who do justice
love mercy and walk humbly with god this resource will help them do just that

The Justice Project (ēmersion: Emergent Village resources for
communities of faith)
2009-09-01

the god of the bible is unquestionably a god of justice yet christians have had their differences as to how
human government and the church should bring a just social order although christians share many deep
and significant theological convictions differences that threaten to divide them have often surrounded
the matter of how the church collectively and christians individually ought to engage the public square
what is the missioin of the church what is the purpose of human government how ought they to be
related to each other how should social injustice be redressed the five noted contributors to this volume
answer these questions from within their distinctive christian theological traditions as well as
responding to the other four positions through these presentations and the ensuing dialogue we come
to see more clearly what the differences are where their positions overlap and why they diverge



Church State And Public Justice
2007

keller explores a life of justice empowered by an experience of grace

Generous Justice
2012-08-07

the conviction that jesus is the restorative christ demands a commitment to the justice he articulated
the justice of the restorative christ is justice with reconciliation justice with repentance justice with
repair and justice without retaliation the gospel of luke and the book of acts portray the life death and
resurrection of jesus christ through the radical concept of enemy love in conversation with dietrich
bonhoeffer jesus for others john howard yoder a nonviolent jesus miroslav volf an embracing jesus and
chris marshall a compassionate jesus broughton demonstrates what the restorative christ means for us
today following the restorative christ faithfully involves imaginative disciplines seeing remembering and
desiring conversational disciplines naming questioning and forgiving and embodied disciplines
absorbing repairing and embracing

Restorative Christ
2015-03-26

often this world seems like a nightmare human trafficking young girls trapped in brothels child soldiers
forced to become killers unchecked plagues and diseases economic injustice and the oppression of the
poor millions around the world are trapped in this nightmare and we may feel helpless to do anything
about it but god has a dream york moore paints a vivid picture of how the dream of god is breaking into
history to make all things new through the death and resurrection of jesus god is bringing an end to the
world s nightmare of sin and death scripture s vision of jesus end time work shows how the wrongs will
be made right and god s just judgment is good news for the world unpacking how the bible describes
the last things moore shows how we can partner with god as he brings his dream to reality every time a
well is dug for a community food is provided for the hungry or sex traffickers are brought to justice the
dream begins to take hold this is no mere wishful thinking the dream of god is more real than your
dreams could ever imagine it is what we were created for so wake up from the nightmare and join in
what god is doing in the world and flourish as your own dreams are transformed by god s dream for all
creation

Making All Things New
2012-10-03

equips parents to inspire kids to take on social injustice at any age with the constant barrage of difficult
stories through news and social media today s kids are increasingly aware of the real problems real
people confront every day and they re quicker than ever to come to parents and other trusted adults to
ask how they can help or why they re not already doing so and social justice for allequips christian
families to tackle social justice issues together it inspires them to bring light and love to a dark and



scary world educator and mom lisa van engen creates innovative resources to engage kids in
understanding and responding to fourteen justice issues such as clean water creation care immigration
and refugees hunger race and poverty after placing each issue in kid friendly context she offers
interactive features high interest conversation starters for each age group to challenge thinking and
assumptions a family devotional to anchor each social justice issue in god s word engaging age tiered
activities for reading playing observing creating connecting and experimenting in god s world tips and
internet links to extend awareness and invest resources in social justice throughout each chapter
children speak their own thoughts about injustice and what they think god is calling them to do by
looking at both the roots of injustice and what christians can do right now to help and social justice for
all empowers both adults and children to encounter a broken world with insight and empathy simple yet
powerful it lights the path for families to make a real god directed difference together

And Social Justice for All
2019-02-26

rise up o judge studies the biblical concept of social and liberating justice and traces its roots to the
cultures of ancient mesopotamia and egypt the application of justice through its developing stages
within the various environments and communities of the old and new testaments is then analyzed
enrique nardoni reads the ancient and biblical texts in their own historical social and intellectual
context but he also relates them to contemporary culture where his readers are participants not mere
spectators translated for the first time into english this ground breaking work will serve as an
outstanding resource for teaching and discussing the issue of social justice in universities seminaries
and religious communities book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all
rights reserved

Rise Up, O Judge
2004

according to robert rodes liberation theology with its concern for the individual s to respond to building
god s kingdom its demand that christians align themselves with the oppressed and work to reform or
dismantle unjust social structures and its recognition of the church as a sign of god s salvific and
liberating purpose gives to the pursuit of justice through law an eschatological significance independent
of any immediate or predictable consequences rodes assigned new importance to laws that symbolize
aspirations they cannot fully implement and laws that confront destructive forces they cannot fully
implement and laws that confront destructive forces they cannot fully contain he begins by briefly
discussing the basic tenets of liberation theology and relates them to goals that traditional
jurisprudence has assigned to law in later chapters he develops agendas for ameliorating some of the
major problems in contemporary american life rootlessness powerlessness he addresses each in light of
past perceptions how a christian should respond to them today and how law can respond to them

Law and Liberation
1986

sacraments speak a language and disclose their power through symbols beyond representing another



reality sacramental symbols are intimately connected with the reality they express and sources of joy
solace confrontation peace healing strength and life giving sustenance to the initiated in its constitution
on the sacred liturgy the council the second vatican council 1962 1965 urged that sacramental symbols
be more transparent to their sacred reality to disclose the reality of the christ event the life death and
resurrection of jesus christ so that mystery and not confusion could flourish the seven sacraments
baptism confirmation eucharist penance marriage orders and the anointing of the sick reveal a link to
social justice the contributors to this book are theologians with pastoral sensitivities including marrieds
parents pastors and priests this present work the social implications of worship the history of each
sacrament and but also an integrated understanding of the transformation that is inextricably linked to
each sacrament as well as the active presence of christ who lives in expectation of our response to
participate in the urgent response to unjust policies and systems that affect the most vulnerable in our
global family

Sacraments and Justice
2014-11-03

in a world that is woke how many christians are actually awake this short theologically sound primer is
a resource for pastors ministry leaders community leaders and other thinking christians that explains
carefully and clearly what critical race theory and wokeness truly are what the bible teaches about race
and ethnicity why wokeness is distinct from christianity and should be rejected and how the church can
work for unity based in the gospel of grace owen strachan is a respected reformed theologian and
thought leader who can help christians better understand critical race theory something very few do
understand the high stakes for the church and society at large of wokeness as a movement think
through america s complex past with nuance and sensitivity study how god has made humanity one
through the imago dei grasp the beauty of the biblical doctrine of ethnicity and race and be ready to
work for unity in perilous times

Christianity and Wokeness
2021-07-20

i am persuaded that the church as the steward of this gospel holds the key to justice in our society
either justice will come through us or it will not come at all john perkins s optimistic view of justice
becoming a reality starts and ends with the church with justice for all is perkins s invitation to live out
the gospel in a way that brings good news to the poor and liberty to the oppressed from luke 4 18 this
invitation is extended to every racial and ethnic group to be reconciled to one another to work together
to make our land all god wants it to be and it is a blueprint a practical strategy for the work of biblical
justice in our time in an age of changing demographics where the need to break the cycle of poverty is
staring many of us in the face perkins offers hope through practical ministry principles that work this
outstanding resource includes reflection questions for personal or group study as well as interaction
sessions for groups to participate in activities together

With Justice for All
2007-10-07



this expanded edition of gary haugen s powerful book brings up to date his work in calling for the body
of christ to act to seek justice through the world here you will find truth encouragement and concrete
guidance on how ordinary christians can rise up to seek justice throughout the world

Good News About Injustice
2009-09-08

throughout his life henri nouwen stressed the connection between intimacy with christ and solidarity
with a wounded world from his early support for the civil rights movement through his engagement in
the cause of peace and his life with the handicapped members of the l arche community nouwen was
always engaged with the social dimensions of the gospel in gathering nouwen s writings on peace and
social justice editor john dear amplifies this crucial element of nouwen s message about the call of
christian discipleship at the same time nouwen issues a call to activists to be peacemakers in the fullest
sense to root their witness in prayer joy and a spirit of love included are a previously unpublished essay
on peacemaking stories of the march on selma and the funeral of martin luther king reflections on the
legacies of oscar romero and thomas merton and a moving talk on compassion in the time of aids for all
those who have read and treasured the life and work of henri nouwen the road to peace is an inspiration
and a challenge to live our christian lives with both love and action

The Road to Peace
1998

connecting the old testament with the modern church this book relates the testimonies and stories of
israel s faith in the hebrew canon to the character and conduct of christians and the christian
community today by opening up the moral resources available in the old testament this book will spur
discussion of both the character of those moral resources and their pertinence to ethical issues in a
complex and challenging time

Let Justice Roll Down
1991-01-01

christianity art and transformation is a journey of exploration that is both historical and contemporary
theological and practical the reader is invited to share in the journey beginning in the life of the early
church traveling through the history of european christianity and art and arriving in southern africa
many themes weave through its pages among them the nature of beauty good taste the power of sacred
images aesthetics and ethics and the role of art in society and the church today

Christianity, Art and Transformation
2008-11-06
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